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Abstract

of the N -grams of this text, in decreasing order of frequency, with their frequencies ([3],[12]).

This paper presents some techniques in text categorization. New algorithms, in particular a new SVM kernel
for text categorization, are developed and compared to
usual techniques. This kernel leads to a more natural space for elaborating separations than the euclidian
space of frequencies or even in verse frequencies, as the
distance in this space is the most usual pseudo-distance
betw eendistributions. We giv e an application to the
recognition of the author of a text, and put into relief
that our kernel could be used for any classi cation of
distributions. We experimentally discuss the eÆciency
of our algorithms, depending on the precision of the estimation of frequencies, and the possibility of building
statistical bounds on the error. All our experiments are
made on underconstrained problems.

1 In troduction
Being giv en Q classes of texts, w ecall text categorization the task of determining the class of T , T be-

The follo wing parts present tw oareas of text categorization: the rst one uses dissimilarity measures, the
second one is based on encoding in Rn and classical
learning algorithms.

2.1 T ext categorization with (dis)similarity
measures

Many algorithms used for text categorization are based
on distances or more generally on similarities and dissimilarities. All these methods rely on k nearest neighbor algorithms. The diÆculty in this k -nearest neighbors approach is the de nition of a distance or pseudodistance. The simplest and oldest one consists in building the pro les of each class and of the text, and then
using the dissimilarity measure CT used by Cavnar and
T renkle in [3]. Being given t w o pro lesP1 and P2 , the
CT-distance is de ned as CT (P1 ; P2 ) =

X

ing a text, after learning on a labeled training set. This
can include language recognition, or topic recognition.
We ha verestricted our study to algorithms using N grams, because of their generality (they could be used
for an y kind of sequences on a discrete alphabet, see
for example applications in biology, or generalization
to dimension 2) and their robustness to noise ([12]); we
do not work on approaches based on dictionaries. The
most usual methods are 1-NN with dissimilarity measures, and [11] or [18] conclude roughly that the most
eÆcient method is SVMs. We con rm these comparisons and introduce new techniques, based upon a new
kernel.
De nitions: A being an alphabet, a N-gram is a sequence of N elements of A. F or N = 1, a N -gram is a
letter; 2-grams are called bigrams, 3-grams are called
trigrams. The set of words is the set of all maximal
(for inclusion) N -grams for any N with no punctuation
or space. One calls N -pro le of a texts the sequence
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2 T extcategorization

w2P1 ;RP1 (w)<NMAX

min(jRP2 (w) RP1 (w)j; DMAX )

where jxj is the absolute value of x, RP (w), with w
a N -gram and P a N -pro le, is the rank of w in the
pro le P , (if w belongs to P , and DMAX otherwise,
e.g., NMAX = 500 and DMAX = 1000). Another
possible "distance" is the Kullbach-Leibler (KL) ([14])
dissimilarity measure:

KL(T1; T2 ) =

X f N log f N
Ng

2

(

g)

(

2

(

g)

f1(Ng )

)

where the sum is taken o ver allN -grams, with T1 and
T2 some texts, and fi (Ng ) the frequency of the N -gram
Ng in the text Ti . To avoid too muc h strong penalization of unseen N -grams, half of the frequency of a N gram which would occur once is added to fi (Ng ) if Ng
has frequency 0 in Ti . This is done in [14] and is close
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can use SVMs in another way: w e de ne K (T1 ; T2 ) =
exp( d(T1 ; T2 )), with d one of the dissimilarity measures suggested above. We experimented K (T1 ; T2 ) =
2
exp(  (T12;T2 ) ). We conjecture that the function
2
k(T1 ; T2 ) = exp(  (T12;T2 ) ) is a positiv ede nite ker-

to Laplace Smoothing, and another solution suggested
b y an anonymous referee is the Jensen Shannon divergence (Kullbach-Leibler dissimilarity with the mean).
More information can be found in [4, 17].
Another possibility is the cosine dissimilarity measure;
[10 ] uses a centered space on the mean of the frequency
vectors; we here do not use this translation. This is the
follo wing:
Ng f1 (Ng )f2 (Ng )
COS (T1 ; T2 ) = 1
( Ng f1 (Ng )2 )  ( Ng f2 (Ng )2 )

qP

P

nel. In an attempt of proving this conjecture, we used
[2, corollary 2.11, p78] to prove that  : (x; y ) 7! x+1 y
for x; y > 0 is positive de nite; and then, by [2, p66-67],
w e could deduce that : (x; y ) 7! (x y )2 is negative
de nite. Theorem 1.12 of the same reference was then
enough, in conjunction with theorem 22, to prove that
the -squared kernel is positive de nite. Unfortunately,
as the interested reader can verify it, there's a mistake
in this argument. In tuitiv ely, it sounds reasonable that
Mercer's condition is veri ed, but we could not prove
it completely.

P

We chose another dissimilarity measure, the 2 dissimilarity. This is the following:
(f1 (Ng ) f2 (Ng ))2
2 (T1 ; T2) =
f2 (Ng )
N

X
g

One can symmetrize this
"distance" b y using
2

2 (T1 ; T2 ) = 2 (ff11((NNgg))+ff22((NNgg))) . We do this in our practical experiments. When f1 (Ng ) and f2 (Ng ) are 0, then

We so have a new kernel at our disposal, which has the
follo wing advan tages:

2

w e replace (ff11((NNgg))+ff22((NNgg))) b y 0 which is its contin uous
extension.

2.2 Classi cation
Rn -encoding

methods

based



on

Another approach consists in encoding documents b y
vectors, in order to classify points in Rn . This allows the use of all classical methods: bac kpropagation neural net w orks,thanks to sparseness of vectors
(see [18 ] for experiments with a backpropagation based
upon lists), support vector machines (SVMs), k nearest
neighbors in Rn , which can used directly with the previous dissimilarity measures, too, decision trees, etc.
E.g., let w1 ,...,wq be a nite set of wor ds(or subw ords
- the essen tial parts of w ordsfor example), and let's
de ne xi as the n umber of occurings of wi in T (or
its frequency). x will be the vector associated with
T . The nite set of wor dscan indeed be the set of all
the words included in the considered texts, or the set
of all N -grams for a giv en N . This n umber of occurings can be replaced by di erent functions of ; [13 ]
lists di erent possibilities. It's possible to consider only
signi cant variables among all these ones. Di erent solutions are possible, among which, for this kind of data,
the most famous is likely the information gain criterion
(see [19 ]). Experimental results from [11] sho w that as
muc h as possible, we must k eep all the variables - what
will be done in the sequel.




This pseudo-distance is "natural"; whereas with
linear SVMs the distance is the euclidian distance
in the space of frequencies (or in verse frequencies), w e look for RBF (radial-basis-function)
separations in a space with a classical distance
among distributions.
We can learn on a compact representation of data
- a kernel matrix m  m, with m the n umber of
texts in the training set, with SVM or RBF.
The h yperparameter  can be chosen thanks to
results of [1] sho wing that the fat-shattering dimension is bounded b y a function of Lipschitz
coeÆcients (these Lipschitz-coeÆcients depending upon  ) and of w eigh ts.Moreover, for the
experiments on the rst benchmark, results were
the same for lots of di erent values of  .

4 How to use RBF networks for text
categorization
As in the case of SVM, one can use an RBF netw ork
with the encoding of texts in Rn ; but one can use the
2 dissimilarity for example. As explained above, this
corresponds to a linear separation in a feature space.
This method is successfully tested belo w. The algorithm is summarized below, with (Ti ) the family of labeled texts (used for training), (Ti0 ) the family of texts
to be classi ed:

3 A new positive de nite kernel for SVM ?

1. Let O be a matrix such that Oi;j = 1 if Ti belongs
to class j , 1 otherwise else.

Encoding in Rn allo ws the use of lots of training algorithms, and in particular SVMs (see [16]). But one

2. Let K be the matrix suc h that Ki;j
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=

2

exp(  (Ti2;Tj ) ) and K1 the matrix resulting of
K b y adjunction of a column of 1's at its right.
0 =
3. Let K 0 be the matrices suc h that Ki;j
2
exp(  (Ti2;Tj ) ) and K10 the matrix resulting of
K 0 b y adjunction of a column of 1's at its right.

Maistre, Maupassant, Moliere, Pascal, Racine, Renard,
Rostand, Rousseau, Sand, Stendhal, V erne, V oltaire,
Zola. Some of this writers are translated from other
languages. The complete list of titles is too muc h long
for being listed here, but the used les can be ask ed
b y email to the authors. The fact that texts are not
all formatted the same way hasn't been corrected, and
is considered as a supplementary diÆculty for the algorithm (notice that the formatting is not correlated
with the author). Most of these texts come from the
ABU site, cedric.cnam.fr/ABU/, the others from the
Bibliotheque Nationale de France, www.bnf.fr/. The
experimental results (with 3-grams) are given in table
5.

0

4. Let W be the weigh t matrix such that K1  W =
O, let O0 = K10  W . W might be non-unique;
w e then choose W b y multiplication of O b y
the pseudo-inverse of K1 , chosen with minimal
norm. This problem is solv ed b y the singularvalue-decomposition algorithm, which has a good
n umerical stability.
5. We classify Ti0 in class argmaxk O0 (i; k ).

T able1: The result on the rst line is the same for all

[11 ] explains (partly) the good behavior of SVMs on
text categorization b y its capacity to treat so many
dimensions without having to select relevant variables.
One can notice that RBF, with this particular kernel,
veri es the same property: the training set is translated
in to a k ernel matrix of sizem  m, taking into account
all the information, with m the n umber of texts in the
learning set.

these v alues of p.
Algorithm
2 p
1
RBF with ( ) kernel for p = 12 ; 14 ; ::: 32
RBF with 2 kernel
Multiclass svm with 2 kernel
Multiclass linear svm
SVM with 2 kernel
1-NN with 2 dissimilarity
linear SVM
1-NN with KL dissimilarity

The di erences and similarities with the previous SVM
algorithm are :




With RBF there's no reason for W to be sparse.
This is in favor of SVM.
RBF does not minimize a geometrical margin as
SVM, but as the pseudo-inverse algorithm looks
for a minimum norm solution, the coeÆcients are
supposed to be small, and (as in bac kpropagation, but here without problems of local minima)
the resulting classi er is expected to ha ve small
-empirical error with = 1. So we can expect
low fat-shattering dimension, low -empirical error, and bounds as practical as the ones of SVM
(see [1 ] for de nitions and detailed bounds).

5 Writer recognition: working on large
samples

Success Rate
87.69 %
86.15 %
86.15 %
78.46 %
72.31 %
70.77 %
67.69 %
52.31 %

All our tests are made with implementations in Octave (see www.che.wisc.edu/octav efor a description
of this very in teresting free clone ofMatlab). All the
source codes can be asked b y email to the authors.We
call "multiclass SVM" a SVM designed for multiclass
categorization, de ned in [9]. It is w orth putting into
relief that in this case (high dimensionality, 28 classes)
this SVM is signi cantly better than the usual method
consisting in combining SVMs one-against-all as suggested in [16]. We have both SVM multiclass with 2
signi cantly better than SVM with 2 and linear SVM
multiclass signi cantly better than linear SVM.
Our experiments giv es the follo wing results, with >>
denoting a di erence with con dence 5 %,  a di erence with con dence 15 %:

The success rate is ev aluated b y lea ve-one-out in the
case of author recognition, as the training set is small
(28 classes (= authors), 130 texts).

f RBF - SVM Multiclass (2 ) g >> SVM Multiclass 

We use a set of F renc hbooks (130), written b y w ell
kno wnwriters, like Balzac, Bloy, Corneille, Diderot,
Engels, Flaubert, F ourier, F rance, Gaberel, Gautier, Gobineau, Hugo, Huysmans, Lamartine, Leibnitz,

One can notice that our experiments, as the ones of
[18], concern texts large enough for a nice approximation of frequencies. The following experiments will be
done in another case.

SVM 2 - SVM - 1-NN
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6 Language recognition: working on small
samples
In this case the success rate is evaluated by validation
on a disjoint part of the data set. After the previous
benchmark, one could conclude (too quickly) that RBF
with 2 kernel seems to be the ultimate algorithm for
text categorization. The multiclass version of SVMs
looks as pow erful as it,but RBF are muc h faster and
more simple to implement. In our follo wing experiments, w e will focus on tw o algorithms:RBF, because
of their eÆciency sho wn in the previous benchmark,
and 1-NN, because of its simplicity, eÆciency in the following case as we will see in the experiments belo w, and
because it's widely used in practical applications. The
follo wing experiments are made with Ja vaimplementations, based on the Jama matrix pac kage. All java
source codes can be asked b y email to the authors.The
task consists in recognizing in which language is written
a giv en text.We work on ve languages: F renc h, Arabic, English, Spanish and German. As this is kno wn
a very easy task, we complicate it by using very small
parts of texts. We detail a comparison on a particular
set of 250 samples of 100 bytes, then 500 samples of 50
b ytes, then 1250 samples of 20 bytes (20 bytes on average). We have 5 big texts of 5 Kb used to de ne proles (come from G. van Noord's page odur.let.rug.
nl/~vannoord/TextC at/li st .ht
ml), and short samples from 5 languages (Arabic ones built with h tml
pages, German ones from "Stochastic Language Identi er" (www.dougb.com), frenc h ones from a book at
www.alyon.org, English and Spanish ones from the
corpus of [7]). All the used datasets can be ask ed b y
email to the authors. With a testing set made of samples of 100, 50 or 20 bytes, SR meaning "success rate",
w e get results of table 6.

set, to study more precisely the in uence of "gathering"
learning texts for RBF or k -NN. Results are reported
in table 6.

T able3: "m-g" means that the training texts have been

gathered in sets of m texts; "gathered", that all
texts of a class in the training set ha ve been
gathered (i.e. m-gathered, with m maximal).
Keeping m small preserves the v ariability of the
training set, m larger leads to more precise proles.
Algo.
Hyperp.
SR (100) SR (50) SR (20)
2
RBF
 = 10
99.2 %
84.8 % 31.52 %
 2 = 100
98 %
93.2 %
71 %
RBF (2-g)
 2 = 100
97.2 %
88 %
68.56 %
RBF (5-g)  2 = 1000
98.8 %
94 %
80.88 %
RBF (10-g)  2 = 1000
99.2 %
95.2 % 76.72 %
RBF (25-g)  2 = 1000
98.8 %
94.8 %
82.4 %
RBF (g)
 2 = 100
88.4 %
80.6 %
 2 = 105
87.6%
77.4 % 61.36 %
1-NN
2
99.2 %
96.6 %
88.4 %
1-NN
KL
47.2 %
1-NN (2-g)
2
99.6 %
96.8 %
88.8 %
1-NN (5-g)
2
100 %
97.6 %
90 %
1-NN (10-g)
2
99.2 %
97.2 % 88.56 %
1-NN (10-g)
KL
89.84 %
1-NN (25-g)
2
100 %
96.8 %
87.2 %
1-NN (g)
2
100 %
93 %
84.56 %
1-NN (g)
KL
99.7 %
97.4 %
89.4 %

T able2: The result betw een paren thesisis got with 50

pro les (per class) computed on 50 subparts of
the training set instead of one pro le computed
on the whole class of the training set. This leads
to better results for some RBF learnings. This
trick doesn't w ork as w ell for the experiments
belo w with shorter samples.
Algo.
SR (100 b.) SR (50 b.) SR (20 b.)
1-NN (KL)
100 %
99.4 %
92.8 %
1-NN (2 )
98.8 %
96.6 %
87.92 %
RBF( 2 = 10)
37.6 %
(100 %)
RBF( 2 = 100)
98.8 %
93 %
71.04 %

In the case of small testing samples, KL remains better than 2 , but KL seems to be unable to work with
short learning samples, as illustrated b y the case of
non-gathered learning samples. The h yperparameter
2 for RBF-learning was v ery easily chosen in the previous benchmark (classi cation by authors), as the success rate w as constant for a wide range of  and as
empirical success was closely related to generalization
success; but in the case of 20 bytes strings, the eÆciency was v ery depending on  and on the gathering;
this leads to two diÆcult hyperparameters.

7 Conclusion
On datasets for which all frequencies are precise (what
doesn't mean that they only depend upon the class they depend upon the author, the language, the topic,
the time of the writing...), one can nally sum up previous results ([18], [11]) and our results by:
RBF > SVM Mc (2 ) > SVM Mc > SVM (2 ) >
SVM > 1-NN

We no w work with 250 samples of 100 bytes as learning
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> LLSF, C4.5, NNets > NB
With SVM Mc the multiclass SVM from [9], SVM being a classical one-against-all SVM, LLSF as described
in [18 ], NNets being neural nets other than SVM, C4.5
being the most famous algorithm of induction trees (see
[6] for a use in text categorization) and NB being the
Naive Bayes algorithm (see [8]). Notice that RBF >
SVM Mc is not signi cant in terms of performance;
w ekeep this comparison as RBF ha vethe adv an tage
of being muc h faster for learning and muc h easier to
implement. Our part of the result must be restricted
to the case of relativ elysmall learning samples. The
good results resulting from linear separations in the
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space associated to our
symmetrized 2 distance (assuming that this kernel is
positiv e de nite!) suggests that this space is the natural place where one can study separations betw een
classes of distributions.
Notice that some experimental results, in the case of
overconstrained problems, have put into relief the fact
that the Euclidean distance was often nearly as eÆcient
as the 2 distance. Our experiments, as some others in
histogram-based image-classi cation ([5],[15]), suggest
that this is not true for underconstrained problems.
Of course, this conclusion, as the benchmarking above,
are based upon a generalization of experiments on a
few benchmarks.
In the case of less-precise frequencies (with very small
parts of text in the testing set), 1-NN becomes better
than RBF, with KL > 2 pro vided that the learning
set is large enough to compute precise frequencies. The
results of [7] with Markov Models, with tw o languages
instead of ve here, compared with our results, suggest
that Markov Models trained with 25Kb per language
with 2 languages have nearly the same error rate than
1-NN with 5Kb per language with 5 languages, four of
them being as diÆcult as the tw o ones of [7] - error rate
for random classi er being 20% with 5 languages and
50% with 2 languages, 1-NN seem to be more adapted
to this task than Markov Models. Our tested version
of 1-NN uses 3-grams, as Markov models of order 2
(which are often the most eÆcient according to [7]); 1NN do not require computations of bigger pro les than
Markov Models. Moreover, k -NN can eÆciently work
only keeping one pro le per class, what is not always
true with RBF; k -NN have the advan tage of robustness
(an y gathering of pro les, almost no hyperparameter);
so we make the assumption that 1-NN and more generally k -NN are the most eÆcient solution to classify
small samples of texts. The choice of the distance is an
in teresting question; because the dissimilarity CT isn't
mathematically justi ed, and because the KL measure
has diÆculties for small learning samples (it implies
1895

particular cases for unseen N -grams and has an experimental bad behavior on small samples...) w e prefer the 2 dissimilarity, which didn't give signi cantly
w orst results than other distances (KL, CT or cosine)
with precise frequencies and sometimes muc h better
ones; but we recall that for small testing sets KL gave
the best results. The experiments of [14 ] con rm this
point. Finally, we underline that a detailed study shows
that for most of our algorithms errors come from unbalanced classi ers (ie one class is "invading" the others). This suggests that algorithms "helping" handicapped classes (typically boosting) could give good results. This might be the object of a further work.
Finally, we put into relief the fact that time complexity
in the case of text mining, and especially in our experiments on underconstrained problems, does not ha ve
the same behavior than in many other problems. F or
example:
The dimension is very large. [11 ] suggests that one
should not remove inputs in order to get optimal results 1 . Decision trees, for example, become very slo w.
On the other hand, inputs being sparse, experiments
suc h as the one of [18], sho w that implementations of
bac kpropagation in neural net w orkscan ha vea reasonnable computational time. SVM in recognition has
a time complexity linear in the product of the number
of support vectors and the dimension, RBF in recognition has a time complexity linear in the product of the
n umber of support vectors and the dimension (except
with polynomial kernels). So, SVM and RBF are probably not suitable when the learning sample is large.
In our experiments, learning samples w ere small or
medium (in the second part). The adv an tageof our
algorithms was decreasing in the latter case, even if the
time complexity w asreasonnable. This suggests that
simple algorithms remain better for large samples. F or
applications suc h that w eb mining, learning samples
are usually very large.
F or v ery fast recognition time, using an important dimension reduction is a solution. Nevertheless, hash
tables with linear kernels are almost as fast.
As a conclusion of these computational considerations,
for learning tasks with large learning samples and with
short recognition time, RBF of SVM with linear kernels
w ouldprobably outperform RBF or SVM with 2 or
gaussian kernel. Moreover, for v ery large learning samples, both RBF and SVM could probably not be used
an yway; some articles reported results with very large
training samples, but they did not report results better
than simple algorithms. F or indexed documents, com1 For the sake of intuitiv e understanding of the resulting classi er, suc h a reduction of dimension could be of some use. We
here only consider the point of view of the error rate.

pletely di erent techniques should be used. This puts
in to relief the fact that our study is not more relevan t
when large learning samples are involv ed (a few thousands examples). When very small recognition time
are necessary (and when indexation is not possible),
RBF or SVM with linear kernels, or backpropagation
with implementation b y lists, could outperform decision trees, but for very fast results it is likely that decision trees remain the fastest solution.
P erhapsfast implementations of Support V ectorMachines could place SVM beyond RBF from the point
of view of time complexity. Moreover, results of Support Vector Machines are sensitive to the precision of
the implementation of the quadratic problem. Results
are not the same for in terior points, sequential minimization; the cost function has small derivativ es near
the limit point, and all these algorithms rely on many
heuristics, which make all implementations di erent.
On the other hand, algorithms for pseudo-inverse are
old and w ellkno wn,so there is a kind of bias in troduced in our comparison, due to the fact that RBF
w as eÆciently implemented, whereas SVM was applied
with an experimental implementation of a sequential
optimization algorithm. So, perhaps better implementations of Support V ector Machines could modify the
conclusions presented in these lines.
We thank Andre Elissee for the multiclass SVM and
for fruitful discussions. We are grateful to B. Scholk opf
for the reference [2].
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